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Abstract

The Xiangshan uranium deposit of Southern China is a Mesozoic volcanic uranium deposit where mineralization is closely
associated with regional rock deformation and fluid flow. To better understand the genesis of this deposit, we have carried out
coupled deformation and fluid flow modeling to explore the relationship between mineralizing fluid flow and structural
deformation processes. The numerical modeling results demonstrate that fluid transport and focusing are predominantly controlled
by deposit scale structures and associated rock deformation.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rock deformation and fluid flow are important
processes that control epigenetic mineralization under
a wide range of tectonic settings. Because of the
importance of structural control on mineralization, the
deformation history and structural characteristics of a
mineralization district need to be considered in an
exploration model. Since fluid is a main carrier to
transport metals, the ore-bearing fluid flow in a
hydrothermal system, in close interaction with rock
deformation, plays an important role in ore body
formation (Hobbs et al., 2000; Cox et al., 2001).

Recent development of coupled deformation and
fluid flow modelling and its application to investigations
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of the formation of ore deposits (e.g. Ord and Oliver,
1997) have expanded our capability to consider the
complexity of feedback interactions between rock
deformation and mineralizing fluid flow. Recent
numerical simulation results (Zhao et al., 2002; Lin et
al., 2003) have indicated that ore-bearing fluid flow
velocity, pathways and temperatures have different
patterns in different structural environments and,
therefore, the dissolution and deposition patterns of
ore minerals have different characteristics. This critical-
ly controls the transportation and enrichment of ore-
forming minerals and the formation of ore bodies.

Taking the Xiangshan uranium deposit in Jiangxi
Province, Southern China as an example, a finite
difference code, FLAC (Itasca, 2000), has been used
to investigate the control of the geological structures in
the Xiangshan Basin on fluid flow pattern and related
mineralization in this paper. In the numerical simulation,
rock materials and geometries of geological structures
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Fig. 1. (a) The structural outlines of the Xiangshan Basin: K—Upper Cretaceous gravel–sandstone; J3e—Upper Jurassic porphyroclastic lava; J3d—
Upper Jurassic rhyolite–dacite; T3a—Upper Tricassic gravel–sandstone; C1h—Lower Carboniferous shale–sandstone; Z—Late Proterozoic
metamorphic rockes; πγ—Upper Jurassic granite–porphyry; γ3—Caledonian granite. (b) The location of the Xiangshan Basin in the sketch map of
China.
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are modelled by 2D elements. Interaction of rock
deformation with porous fluid flow is simulated using
the Mohr–Coulomb elastic–plastic constitutive laws in
combination with Darcy's law for fluid flow (see Ord
and Oliver, 1997).

2. Numerical simulation of the Xiangshan
U-deposit, Southern China

The Xiangshan Basin in Jiangxi Province is located
in the south-west part of Ganhang volcanic belt (Fig.
1). A Mesozoic volcanic uranium deposit, the
Xiangshan deposit, was found in this basin (Li et al.,
2002). The mineralization process of the Xiangshan
uranium deposit involved the following three stages:
(1) a compression stage, (2) an extension stage, and (3)
a compression stage. The current model only investi-
gates the structural deformation and fluid flow pattern
in the first stage. As the consequence of the first
compression event, a series of folds and thrust faults
developed. Other secondary minor structures in the
folded structure include mainly brittle fractures and
brecciation zones.
The initial geometry of the 2D coupled deformation
and fluid flow model is based on the structures of the
P51 exploration profile through the deposit (Fig. 2). The
section consists of five stratigraphic units. Geometrical
inversion modeling, which is based on cross-section
balancing principles, has been conducted to recover
some shortening deformation along the profile. Since
the main purpose of the current numerical model is to
simulate fluid flow patterns during regional folding
rather than fold initiation and development, we have run
the numerical model with some pre-existing fold
structures and faults in the district. The numerical
models are initialized with a lithostatic pore-fluid
pressure gradient and are subjected to horizontal
shortening to simulate further folding and the associated
fluid flow. The material properties of the numerical
model have been chosen according to rock types and
data in the literature.

Fig. 2a to e shows the numerical results and Fig. 2f
illustrates the geological structures of the P51 explora-
tion profile. A zoom-in region (see Fig. 2a) is used to
show the detailed deformation and fluid flow patterns at
24% bulk shortening. During the simulated shortening



Fig. 2. Numerical results and the geological structures of the P51 profile: (a) the model geometry and tensile stress at about 5% bulk shortening; (b)
the deformed geometry and tensile stress at about 24% bulk shortening; (c) shear strain distribution in the outlined zoom-in region of (a), min=0,
max=2.0e− 4; (d) volumetric strain (dilation) distribution in the zoom-in region of (a), min=0, max=2.5e− 4; (e) distributions of instantaneous
Darcy fluid flow velocities in the zoom-in region of (a), max=5.125e− 9 m/s; (f) the geological structures of the P51 exploration profile and the dash
line square outlines a zoom-in region around the F1 fault. Legends are: 1—Z: metamorphic rocks, 2—J3d

1: sandstone; 3—J3d
2: rhyolite–dacite; 4—

J3e
1: tuff; 5—J3e

2: porphyroclastic lava; 6—F1: fault.
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process, tension regions occur locally in the section
under the overall compressive setting. The resulting
tension region gradually migrates upwards along with
the increase of compressive deformation (see Fig. 2a
and b). Fig. 2c and d shows the deformed geometry,
shear strain and volumetric strain distributions in the
zoom-in region as outlined in Fig. 2a. Note that the
contour values of shear strain and volumetric strain are
multiplied by 10,000 in Fig. 2c and d. It can be
observed, from Fig. 2b, that the folds in the model
continue to grow when the bulk shortening is increased
from its initial value of 5% to its final value of 24%. The
high shear strains (Fig. 2c) are mainly localized on the
hanging wall and ramp positions of thrust faults and fold
limbs. The fold trains in the rock sequences below the
unconformity become tighter with steeper fold limbs,
and the folds in the rocks above the unconformity still
exhibit broad fold geometry with gently dipping limbs.
The distribution of shear strain and volumetric strain
(Fig. 2d) in the folded sequences is inhomogeneous.
There is shear strain localization along bedding planes,
especially at fold limbs, indicating intensive layer-
parallel shearing during folding. This is consistent with
the field observation that severe deformation (e.g.
fracturing, brecciation and foliation) occurs along
bedding, and some small faults develop along bedding.
Obviously, there is widespread volume increase or
dilation in the numerical model, reflecting the conse-
quence of the buckling process. High dilation that is
predominantly localized at fold hinges is a direct result
of differential buckling between different units. High
dilation that is caused by shear deformation can be also
seen along bedding at fold limbs.

Fig. 2e shows fluid flow patterns within the zoom-in
region of the numerical model. Generally, the fluid flow in
a folded system is controlled by the deformation char-
acteristics of the folded system. The model suggests that
fluids flow along higher permeability layers to the fold
hinges and core locations. Due to the effect of inhomo-
geneous rock deformation in high strain regions, the per-
meability of the layer will increase, so that the
enhancement of permeability might take place at fold
hinges (or fold core regions in the folding system) and
limbs. This may create a favorable environment for
mineralizing fluids to flow through different layers. As a
result, the fluids can flow across low permeability units for
a long distance and focus into fold hinge/core areas at
greater velocities (see Fig. 2e), resulting in favorable mi-
neralization sites. The results in Fig. 2e also show that
faults are themajor flow channels of ore-forming fluids. In
addition, it is recognized that low-stress regions surroun-
ded by high-stress ones are the favorable locations for fluid
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focusing, implying that low-stress regions in the vicinity of
a fault are favorable locations for fluid flow focusing.

3. Discussions and conclusions

The current numerical model not only reproduced the
structural deformation of various layers in the district of
the Xiangshan uranium deposit during the first com-
pressive event, but also simulated the connection
between upthrusting and the bedding collapse structures
of the basin. In correlation with the field observations,
the numerical simulation results are reasonably consis-
tent with the structural features of the P51 profile in the
west part of the Xiangshan uranium deposit (see the
outlined region of Fig. 2f).

The numerical results also demonstrate that fluid
flow is mainly controlled by the major geological
structures (thrust faults and folds) of the Xiangshan
Basin. For example, faults are the major flow channels
for ore-forming fluids in this particular basin. In
addition, the low-stress regions surrounded by high-
stress ones are the favorable locations for fluid focusing,
implying that low-stress regions in the vicinity of a fault
are favorable locations for fluid flow focusing and the
related mineralization.
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